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Foreword
The number of lasers in use on the modern battlefield is rapidly growing. Worldwide, military laser systems
are known to be in use by most nations. The US Department of Defense is the largest owner and user of laser
systems, with applications that include range finding, communication, illumination, land mine and bomb
detection and detonation, target designation, and detection of contamination. All of these laser applications
are potentially hazardous to the human eye at ranges inherent to military operations. Military lasers pose
other problems at much lower eye exposure energies sufficient to produce glare, dazzle, and afterimages.
Depending on laser wavelength and the state of the adaptation of the eye to day or night vision, these effects
may cause temporary visual decrements that can last many minutes and may interfere severely with critical
tasks, such as missile guidance.
As adjuncts to other military systems, and possibly as weapons in their own right, lasers will continue to
play an important and sometimes dangerous role on the modern battlefield. At present, there is no adequate
comprehensive protection against accidental or intentional exposure to lasers in combat. Thus, it is critical
that the field of laser safety research also advance with the development of preventative protocols and prophylactic technologies to protect service members and to support military operational objectives. Whether or
not such potentially devastating weapons ever reach the battlefield, the mere threat of their use is sufficient
to cause serious concern for those who perceive themselves or their comrades as vulnerable. The depth and
extent of such psychological reactions are unknown as yet, but it is reasonable to be concerned about their
potential impact on operational performance.
This book details what the Army has learned about the effects of military lasers on the human body. An
important purpose of this book is to identify current knowledge gaps in the various areas of this inherently
interdisciplinary field and to offer specific recommendations for laser safety research and development into
the future. Although the militarily relevant bioeffects of lasers predominate the contributors’ efforts, much of
the material presented in this book is also relevant to laser–tissue interactions in nonmilitary environments.
RAYMOND S. DINGLE
Lieutenant General, U.S. Army
The Surgeon General and
Commanding General, USAMEDCOM
Washington, DC
June 2020
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Preface
In 1977, an eloquent and dramatic first-hand account of laser-induced retinal injury was published in a laser
journal; C. David Decker, PhD, provided the following accident victim’s view:
When the beam struck my eye, I heard a distinct popping sound, caused by a laser-induced explosion at the back of
my eyeball. My vision was obscured almost immediately by streams of blood floating in the vitreous humor, and by
what appeared to be particulate matter suspended in the vitreous humor. It was like viewing the world through a
round fishbowl full of glycerol into which a quart of blood and handful of black pepper have been partially mixed.
There was local pain within a few minutes of the accident, but it did not become excruciating. The most immediate
response after such an accident is horror. As a Vietnam War veteran, I have seen several terrible scenes of human
carnage, but none affected me more than viewing the world through my blood-filled eyeball. In the aftermath of the
accident, I went into shock.1(p1)

The cardinal problem of laser safety is that of potential injury to the human eye, which is usually the result
of retinal exposure to laser beams at visible and near-infrared wavelengths. The retina’s delicate tissue is a
very effective absorber of light at these wavelengths. The refractive media of the eye focuses collimated visible
or near-infrared laser radiation to a small area, increasing its effective irradiance by more than four orders of
magnitude. Because the retina is part of the central nervous system, some laser-induced lesions to the retina
tend to spread and cause more widespread sensory damage. If the original lesion is located near the fovea, the
resulting larger lesion may ultimately involve the fovea directly, thus reducing or eliminating acute perception
of shapes and colors. The prognosis of retinal injury is further adversely affected by the fact that damaged retinal
tissue cannot regenerate.
The most critical laser safety issue is that of wavelength, which determines whether the laser beam will enter
the eye and to what degree it will focus on the retina. Of course, the objective of laser safety research is to define
nondangerous levels of irradiation. However, this objective requires that we first be able to quantify danger to
the retina, which is an exceedingly complex problem. Irradiation effects on the retina and consequent potential
visual deterioration depend on a multitude of factors associated with the laser instrument itself, as well as a
variety of eye-related factors. Injury severity depends on laser exposure duration, laser energy, radiant exposure
(dose), irradiance (dose rate), beam divergence, and pulse repetition rate.
Eye-related factors are also important, including the size of the pupil at the time of exposure; the presence
or absence of ocular media opacities (eg, cataracts); the degree of accommodation; the presence and severity of
uncorrected refraction errors; the degree of absorption and reflection of the beam (which depends on the degree
of retinal pigmentation); the proximity of beam exposure to the fovea; and the final lesion diameter. Although
the complex influences of all factors are not yet fully understood, these factors and many others have been extensively studied for decades. Much of that knowledge is summarized in this book.
The field of laser–tissue interactions encompasses almost all branches of science, such as basic and applied
physics, engineering, meteorology, biology, and medicine. Since the invention of lasers in the middle of the last
century, lasers have become ubiquitous, and the study of laser bioeffects has utilized the talents and expertise
of many scientists, engineers, and physicians around the world. The history of the invention and development
of the laser and its multitude of applications is well known. It is a saga of almost unmitigated success in basic
and applied research.
Less well known is the tremendous achievement of the research community whose work has been devoted to
laser safety, especially eye safety. The eye is the body organ most sensitive to laser and other types of radiation.
Countless millions of laser instruments are now in daily use around the world. Many are potentially hazardous; yet, in the decades since the laser was first invented, not more than a few hundred laser-related injuries
have occurred. This extraordinary record of safety is primarily the result of dedicated and coordinated efforts
to design safe applications, safety standards, prophylactic procedures, and technologies.
It is hardly surprising that critical contributions to the study of lasers and laser safety have come from within
the military. Members of the armed services may be exposed to laser radiation from a variety of sources in the
open field. This potential hazard is made all the more dangerous by the use of magnifying optical equipment,
xv

such as binoculars. Binoculars increase the range over which laser beams may be hazardous; nearly all of the
beam energy that enters the objective lens of an optical instrument is subsequently concentrated on a very small
area of the retina. This concentration increases retinal tissue damage by many orders of magnitude.
In many situations, combat personnel are compelled to look directly toward the source of the laser beam
itself, making it more likely that laser exposure will occur bilaterally, in or near the fovea. The fovea is a very
small (0.3. µm) but critical region of the retina that is responsible for accurate daytime and color vision. Damage
to the fovea itself results in partial blindness. Furthermore, because most battlefield lasers are rapidly pulsed,
casualties are likely to suffer from multiple injuries to the retina.
The US military’s interest and involvement in laser bioeffects began soon after the laser was first invented in
1960. As the armed forces began to investigate and use laser instruments at wavelengths potentially injurious
to the human eye, military researchers realized the need to study the extent of this new potential hazard. Many
of the most notable achievements in the field of laser safety research can be traced directly to the original work
of Colonel Edwin S. Beatrice, MD, and his interdisciplinary team of Army scientists, physicians, and engineers
who have devoted their careers to the gathering of data necessary to formulate safety standards and procedures.
Dr Beatrice’s original scientific approach to determining the safety of laser beam characteristics in the 1970s was
later applied to US and international standards for the safe use of all lasers.
Most successful research programs are traceable to such a dedicated visionary who has led and inspired a
team of like-minded individuals to achieve new advances that could not have been predicted.
Dr Beatrice had a remarkable ability to lead by positive inspiration:
• He motivated and challenged people to action without issuing orders.
• He was able, in a seemingly effortless way, to evaluate and appreciate the unique capabilities and
strengths of each individual and to reinforce and channel them toward the attainment of research goals.
He did this not by command or coercion but, rather, by selfless persuasion.
• He was always ready and willing to test and adopt compelling ideas proposed by others. He did so
selflessly and always gave proper credit to those who proposed their ideas to him.
These unique characteristics and abilities played a considerable role in the consistently successful efforts of Dr
Beatrice’s team both during and after his tenure.
Those who were privileged to know and work with Dr Beatrice also knew him as an optimistic, quick-witted,
and resourceful man whose scientific and practical goals sometimes put him in creative conflict with the pace of
bureaucracy. For example, in the late 1970s, Dr Beatrice was one of the first US Army investigators to introduce
and use word-processing equipment to prepare his written works. He felt that it helped cut costs and save time.
At that time, word processing was still a novelty, not yet welcome or understood by all. However, Dr Beatrice
continued to use word processing as a tool to advance his profession, claiming that he was “processing data,”
which was permitted on a microcomputer.
Although Dr Beatrice’s administrative persistence was essential to laboratory and program success, his greatest
contributions were in science itself. Dr Beatrice was a direct participant in the work he administered, designing
unprecedented experimental paradigms and solving sophisticated technical problems. His dedication to laser
bioeffects research and its practical correlates was absolute and unyielding, and his lasting influence is direct in
the research he performed. His ultimate impact was not only laying the groundwork for, but also establishing
a model for all laser bioeffects laboratories and programs. Through the people who worked with Dr Beatrice
and research that continues today, his legacy lives on. This book is a tribute to the leadership and inspiration
of Colonel (Dr) Edwin S. Beatrice.
Michael Belkin, MD
Emeritus, Goldschleger Eye Institute
Tel-Aviv University, Israel
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Decker DC. Accident victim’s view. Laser Focus. August 1977;6:1. https://ehs.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/
Laser-Accident-Victims-View.pdf. Accessed November 6, 2018.

Introduction
In 2013, the US Army terminated its military investment in laser bioeffects research because laser eye injuries
were no longer perceived to be a priority medical threat. It immediately became apparent that the information
produced by more than 40 years of research in this area was also rapidly fading from institutional memory—in
part because the content of published and unpublished reports, as well as the experimental data forming the
basis for safety standards, had not been harvested, synthesized, and organized in a summary document. Drawing on decades of military medical research not previously captured in a single work, this volume presents a
synthesis of the Army’s research on the biomedical effects of military laser exposure.
Initially, much of this material was drawn up under a contract from the Telemedicine and Advanced Technology Research Center at the US Army Medical Research and Materiel Command (USAMRMC) as part of an
eye research program, even as access to many of the original subject matter experts who could best contribute
to this knowledge base was being lost, through death or as they moved on to demanding new jobs. Several key
sections stalled. After termination of the laser bioeffects research program, the need for this book became even
greater, and the project was reenergized through a contract with the Military Operational Medicine Research
Program (under USAMRMC), with administrative assistance from the Naval Medical Research Unit–Dayton,
and with the support and assistance of the Borden Institute staff. However, some topics that should have been
included for a truly comprehensive summary of the original body of work had to be abandoned, or the book
might never have made it to publication.
Ultimately, the completion of this book has been through the donated time and efforts of many people, most
importantly my coeditors, Colonel Jim Ness and Dr Victoria Tepe, to whom I am grateful. They have endured
and persisted over a decade of effort to develop and produce this volume. Dr Tepe has been relentless in her
efforts to shepherd this book to completion, including coordination of repeatedly missed deadlines with our
publishers; throughout the process, Dr Tepe preserved completed work, maintained version control, and edited and reedited to get submitted manuscripts into a final format. Colonel Ness contributed steady optimistic
energy, provided historical continuity, and worked tirelessly to complete new analyses, information syntheses,
and updates of material in these chapters.
Dr Michael Belkin graciously provided much of the front matter for this book and originally wrote a much more
detailed dedication to honor the memory of Colonel Beatrice; Belkin’s first dedication captured many examples
of Colonel Beatrice’s management and leadership style and could have formed a chapter of its own on the topic
of how to inspire and lead Army science initiatives. Finally, the editors acknowledge the expertise, dedication,
and untiring efforts of Dr Karl E. Friedl for providing overarching guidance and resourcing for this project.
The editors organized this book into three logical sections: (1) background on the problem, (2) basis of the
threat to performance, and (3) specialized biomedical injury studies. The first section (History and Hazards of
Military Lasers) provides an essential overview of the history, development, and current use of military lasers
and the documented laser accident cases and factors. Many accidental exposures can be prevented by proper
use of eye protection. However, military and civilian operators sometimes opt not to wear protective eyewear
because they find it impairs their ability to see critical displays and settings in high-risk settings (eg, an aircraft
cockpit). Documented laser accident cases illustrate the need to consider accident factors, such as setting, laser
type, and specific injury characteristics, to inform development of effective approaches to prevention, rapid
diagnosis, early treatment, and pharmacologic and surgical interventions.
Vision, performance, and psychological effects of laser injury are explored in the second section, Physiological and Psychological Effects, which considers challenges related to the assessments of vision and performance,
glare effects, aversion responses, and psychological and operational impact of exposure (or threat of exposure)
to laser irradiation. Laser-induced damage to the central region of the eye is particularly important because the
fovea is responsible for fine spatial resolution and color vision. Injury to the fovea can cause changes in visual
acuity. Nevertheless, exposure to a visible laser that does not produce irreversible ocular damage can result
in temporary but substantial visual impairment. These effects may be sufficient to compromise safety in highrisk environments such as aviation. Aversion responses to intense light (eg, blink reflex, pupillary constriction,
and head and eye movement) may be protective, but they depend on contextual factors such as light source
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intensity, duration, and ambient luminance. Psychological response to laser exposure can be influenced in the
short term by preexisting knowledge and beliefs and, in the long term, by postinjury treatment and subsequent
knowledge gain.
Specific attributes of laser-induced thermal, photochemical, and mechanical injuries are addressed in the
third and final section, Laser-Induced Injury Thresholds. Chapters in this section detail the dependence of injury
thresholds upon specific characteristics of laser exposure such as wavelength, irradiance diameter, pulse repetition frequency, and exposure duration, including ultrashort lasers. Laser-induced damage to the retinal hazard
region involves interactions among thermal, photochemical, and photomechanical mechanisms. Retinal injury
thresholds and interaction mechanisms are also influenced by specific exposure conditions such as wavelength,
exposure duration, and irradiation diameter.
Improved knowledge of these factors is important to inform laser safety and permissible exposure guidelines.
Depending on exposure parameters, ultraviolet laser radiation can damage the cornea, lens, or retina. “Ultrashort”
lasers can cause novel nonlinear optical phenomena, including unique retinal and skin damage. The cornea and
skin are especially susceptible to painful and potentially disabling injuries by exposure to infrared radiation.
This book summarizes the past generation of research and development in laser bioeffects with the intention of
providing a strong foundation and inspiring the next generation of knowledge development in this area.
Bruce E. Stuck, former Director
US Army Medical Research Detachment
San Antonio, Texas
June 2019
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